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A Prayer I Wish to Share :

    I want to share a prayer/mantra with you that has changed my life.  I sing it everyday as a part of my daily practice. It is based on the concept of ahimsa. Ahimsa is a sanskrit word meaning "non violence ". Not just in the literal and physical sense of causing no harm, but also in the figurative sense.  It stands for pure and true love towards all beings everywhere.

    This prayer is why I am a vegan. It has motivated me to take a deep look at the way I carry myself with the relationship it has to Pachamama and all of her relations, especially the animal kigdom. It has had a profound influence on the choices I now make in regards to what I wear ( in terms of feathers/leather/fur),  where I put my money in support of products(especially with beauty products- "NOT tested on animals) , and what is on my plate when I sit down to eat everyday. At my 300 hour intensive Jivamukti Yoga Teacher training, I was exposed to tons of documentaries that showed the ugly truth of all the insane suffering, relentless cruelty , and murder that our brother and sister animal friends endure in factory farming, industrial fishing,milk production, etc. Because of this eyes-wide-open experience,  I strive to practice compassion 3 times a day when I eat breakfast, lunch and dinner.

    Since this is a popular mantra that is used a lot, I wanted you to have the inside "scoop"on what it was you were singing, and perhaps realize the huge influence this prayer can have upon the way which you live your life everyday if you truly take it to heart.

A nice version of it on YOUTUBE is :
type in:   "LOKAH SAMASTAH SUKHINO BHAVANTHU - Mantra music"

LOKAH SAMASTAH SUKHINO BVANTHU

Lokah:  The location of all universes existing at this moment
Samastah: All beings living in this location
Sukhino: In happiness, joy and free from all suffering
Bhav: The divine mood or state of union
Antu: May it be so

"May all beings everywhere be happy and free and may the thoughts words, and actions of my own life,contribute in some way to this happiness and freedom for all"

We follow it with this song: ( which I thought was fitting to include <3 )

Make me an instrument, for thy will, not mine but thy be done, free me from anger jealously and fear. Fill my heart with joy and compassion.

Shanti (peace)
Shanti
Shanti
Hari OM

    The following lesson can be used personally, as a group mediation ( like we did in class) or individually in your sound healing sessions. It is used to clear ANY dis-ease,to  illuminate your light body with LOVE , and  to empower you to manifest your greatest potential. Essentially, it assists you in contributing "happiness and freedom for all" , as in the above mantra <3.

Five Tibetan Warrior Bija(or Seed) Syllables

    In  Buddhism and Hinduism, the Sanskrit term "bīja" is used describing the mystical "seed syllables" contained within mantras. These seed syllables do not have precise meaning, but are thought to carry connections to spiritual principles. They are often known as the "vehicles of esoteric transmission". The best-known bīja syllable is Om, first found in the Hindu scriptures the Upanishads. The Five Tibetan Warrior Syllables that I am presenting to you today consist of: AH, OM, HUNG,RAM, and  DZA.

    The Sanskrit term bija, literally meaning "seed", is used as a metaphor for the origin or cause of things. It corresponds directly to the bindu, the point where creation begins and" the many" become unity. It has been described as "the sacred symbol of the cosmos in its unmanifested state".  In a mandala, the bindu is the point around which the mandala is created, representing the manifestation of the Universe. When informed by tantric views of embodiment, the *physical body* is understood as a sacred maṇḍala.  Itis said that all experiences and actions produce bīja as impressions stored in the storehouse of our consciousness. Therefore, when we, as sacred bodies (or mandalas),  tone these sacred seed warrior syllables with intention to clear, activate and manifest, the external world is produced from these seeds we are toning within. the Tibetan Warrior Seed syllables impregnate our divine consciousness into full essence through manifestation.


    The 5 Tibetan Warrior Seed Syllables are from the Bon tradition in India. Each syllable represents a quality of realization. The sequence of chanting these syllables moves from pure,open space  to the place of manifestation of virtue in action. As mentioned above, they are perfect for any sound healing session, for they conquer all forces of negativity (internally and externally).You can assist a client in the clearing of all that doesn't serve his/her highest greatest good, and fully call in that  which they want to fully manifest or heal.

 Here is the process in a nutshell translated from sanskit:

   " From the Basis (of) all, EMPTY (and) without cause,
    SOUND, the dynamic potential of the Dimension, arises.....
    From the Awareness, empty (and) without cause
    LIGHT, the dynamic potential (of) PRIMORDIAL WISDOM, appears.
    From the inseparability, empty (and) without cause,
    RAYS, the dynamic potential of the Essence, appear.
    When sound, light and rays are taken (as) instrumental causes
    (that) ignorance (turns into) the delusion of body, speech (and) mind;
    the result (is) wandering in the circle (of) the three spheres."

"The trinity of body, speech, and mind are known as the three gates, three receptacles or three vajras, and correspond to the western religious concept of righteous thought (mind), word (speech), and deed (body). "

 I see this as using the syllables as the sound-
AH is the emptiness
OM is the light
HUNG is the primodial wisdom (or LOVE)
RAM is the union of it all in its full ripeness
and DZA is the circling of the divine trinity of righteous thought,action ,and words.

Below are the basics to a Tibetan Sound Healing Session based on the 5 Warrior Seed Syllables :

AH- 3rd eye
eternal changeless body
CLEARING

OM-throat chakra
ceaseless speech
LIGHT

HUNG- Heart chakra
pure undiluted LOVE
QUALITY

RAM- navel -solar plexus
perfected quality
RIPENING

DZA- root/sacral
spontaneous,effortless action
ACTION

5 Tibetan Warrior Syllables

#1   AH- anja or third eye activation

1-CONNECT 
-Sit comfortably
-Connect with feeling that you want to release
(anger,jealousy,fear,etc)
-Feel it: in your body
             in your breath
              in your mind...
without judgement,analysis,or elaborating....
completly feel it in this moment...
2 BRING ATTENTION TO THIRD EYE
 Draw attention to your anja chakra or 3rd eye while feeling and being aware
imagine it illuminating with white light
3. TONE
 a-Inhale deeply and with the exhale sing or tone this self arising pure sacred warrior sound ÄH"
Continue this for 5 to 10 min
b. imagine and feel the emotion being released into space
4. CLEAR  -with each breath imagine  more and more space being cleared
letting go-internally feeling clearer,clearer, clearer, like a deep blue sky
breathing
being
feeling totally open
5. Bask in the brilliance of this new cleared ,open space and REST in it.
a. rest in this openess,encountering the Divine within
seeing the nakedness of oneself
connecting to source of every knowledge within oneself
feel the wisdom of emptiness

#2 OM- vishuddha or throat chakra

Before moving onto OM, you must build on what you hae already established with AH, then you can begin.
Review: After recognizing emotion ( ex anger,jealousy,depression, anxiety ,etc) without judgement,
connecting to third eye, toning to clear, and resting in this clearness and openness

1 . Connect:
Draw attention to the vishuddha or throat chakra to feel the openness and clearness that you have created, see this color surrounding your throat as red light
2. Tone: OM
3. Visualize:
Seeing the light, discover that the awareness not only is a clear sky, but there is a presence of:
SUNSHINE and LIGHT,
OPENNESS and
ILLUMINISITY
3. Feel :
-the presence of awareness
-deep sense of completeness
-nothing is lacking in this moment
say the affirmation : "I AM COMPLETE"
bask in the mirror-like wisdom-clear reflection w o judgement

#3 HUNG- anahata or heart chakra

Before moving onto hung, you must build on the work you have already done so far:
-clear
-make space
-bring in the light tot the space
-see where the sunshine hits
Know there is no longer space for any darkness.

NOW, you are ready to pull in the quality of LOVE in your life

1. CONNECT:
- sit straight up,chest open, neck slightly down.
-Imagine the electric blue light radiating from your heart
Feel ur  heart space, the illumination..allow ::::
Know that space + light = LOVE
Feel the place where this clear sacred space and this illuminated light merge and become one
the union of this is the **quality of LOVE**
2. VISUALIZE:
-feel the white light  clarity from your third eye light up,
-move down and  feel the red  space from your throat chakra light UP
- finally bring awareness to the anahata chakra or your heart  as you see electric blue  light come in
3. TONE HUNG
4. FEEL the vibration of this sound-
Reflect on the Four Immeasurables: Love, Compassion, Joy, and Equanimity
See the presence of love within
See the union of space and light
It has been waiting to be felt by you<3.
Feel this opening of space in the sky,discovering the light,and
creating clear open communication .
Maintain this clear open attention with a blue light of love in the heart

#4 RAM- svadhisthana chakra /sacral chakra or navel

Building on previous steps , with a review :
1. VISUALIZE all the work you have done so far in this metaphor:
AH -Clearing space - you have cleared the ground and found a beautiful place to plant a seed for a tree
OM- you discovered the light and it illuminated the seed to grow up  and up into a tree
HUNG- the quality of LOVE is present and fruit starts to develop
RAM- RAM is RIPENING
2. CONNECT:Focus on clear,open attention at the sacral or navel...
3. TONE:  RAM
RAM is the fire--We are energizing or igniting  the quality of love  with red light from our svadithana chakra.
4. FEEL it and send it to where it needs it the most.
This red light illuminates all our virtous qualities,burning away any last traces of obstacles

#5 DZA- muladhara or root chakra

Review:

AH You've cleared the space, used the white light from your 3rd eye to plant the seed,
OM - You've called in the light, completely filled yourself on all levels and realms with this red light throat activated wisdom.
 HUNG- You have created a beaming Quality of LOVE ,sparkling blue from your heart
RAM- You have fired UP this quality of love with red light from your navel to ripen this immense divine pure love
DZA- You can now celebrate the birth of spontaneous ,effortless action of LOVE!

1.CONNECT: bring your awareness to the root chakra
2. TONE : DZA
Call in your hearts desire, that which you are currently manifesting.
See this in full penetration of Divine Love in your thought ,words, actions beginning within, and extending to all areas of your personal life- emotional,intellectual, physical and spiritual...., to your career, extend it to your family and friends, to your neighbors, community, etc

Congratulations ! You cleared the space, planted the seed, grew the tree, ripened its fruits, and the fruits are ready to be picked and do their job through your actions,thoughts, and words.
3. VISUALIZE:  With every DZA tone ,your "actions" are becoming whole, are manifesting,  and you are now fully empowered to shower the world with these gifts of
effortless spontaneous love <3.
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<3 Blessings beyond the beyond, 
MegO and MoMo 0:0-)














